Abstract. Description of syndromes and symptoms in traditional Chinese medicine are extremely complicated. The method utilized to diagnose a patient's syndrome more efficiently is the primary aim of clinical health care workers. In the present study, two models were presented concerning this issue. The first is the latent semantic analysis (LSA)-based semantic classification model, which is employed when the classification and words used to depict these classfications have been confirmed. The second is the symptom-herb-therapies-diagnosis topic (SHTDT), which is employed when the classification has not been confirmed or described. The experimental results showed that this method was successful, and symptoms can be diagnosed to a certain extent. The experimental results indicated that the topic feature reflected patient characteristics and the topic structure was obtained, which was clinically significant. The experimental results showed that when provided with a patient's symptoms, the model can be used to predict the theme and diagnose the disease, and administer appropriate drugs and treatments. Additionally, the SHTDT model prediction results did not yield completely accurate results because this prediction is equivalent to multi-label prediction, whereby the drugs, treatment and diagnosis are considered as labels. In conclusion, diagnosis, and the drug and treatment administered are based on human factors.
Introduction
Treatment based on syndrome differentiation (TBOSD) is the feature and essence of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) (1, 2) and is the principle that should be adhered to when making a diagnosis and administering treatment. It has also been proven by long-term medical practice that TBOSD has its specificity, superiority and necessity (1) . Irrespective of whether the type of disease, TBOSD constitutes a flexible method that can be employed according to the individual patient's specific condition, which largely enriches the capability of handling diseases of TCM (2) . Syndrome differentiation of TCM is the production of long-term clinical practice. There are many types of syndrome differentiation, including that of viscera, etiological analysis and syndrome differentiation of triple energizer (3) .
Data mining is a method of extracting potentially useful information from a database. This process uses computer programs, automatically searches the database and identifies modes or rules (3) . Networks can be used to describe the associations of individuals, kinships, and network connections via use of computer. Increasingly, investigators use networks in the medical field, and conduct searches on the connection of the brain function (4), propagations of the diseases (5), study of drug efficacy and drug targets (6) , gene regulatory networks (7) and protein interactions (8) .
The application of quantitative modes and data mining is developing rapidly. Decision tree, KNN, and bayes are classifying methods (9) (10) (11) (12) with their own approaches, and can be successfully employed in certain situations. However, TCM is a traditional medicine that captures the variations of the disease based on the concept of wholism. The traditional approaches did not reveal the meaning of the four diagnostic methods because the associations pertaining to the information are complex. TCM has strong correlation content, and is therefore processed more adequately in semantic space (13) (14) (15) . In the present study, two models are posited, depending on whether classifications have been confirmed according to different situations.
Materials and methods
Latent semantic analysis (LSA) based semantic classification model. The LSA model is used when a classification and the words thereof have been confirmed. The LSA-based semantic classification model of syndrome differentiation, is dependent on the feature of TCM whereby each syndrome and organ has their own major clinical manifestation collection (Table I) . This model includes three major steps: i) Decomposition of the matrix of syndromes/organs and clinical manifestation using singular value decomposition (SVD), ii) construction of the semantic space of syndromes/organs and clinical manifestation, and iii) conducting semantic matching of syndromes and organs as per correlative degrees, which are in descending order.
If the syndrome has the highest correlative degree with a particular organ, the syndrome was classified into that organ.
Symptom-herb-therapies-diagnosis topic (SHTDT).
SHTDT is used in a situation where classification and the relevant words have yet to be confirmed. The core ideas of the SHTDT model posited in the present study involve the assumption that a patient has multiple combinations of symptoms and the corresponding TCM, diagnosis and treatment. The first step involves combination of the symptoms and TCM, extracting the symptoms theme and considering the treatment and diagnosis as the description of symptoms, and extract the multinomial distribution on the theme. The SHTDT model allows selection of drug therapy based on the specific symptom, the treatment selection for combating the combination of symptoms, the possible disease patients suffer from, and can predict the possible drugs, treatment and diagnosis for the patients. LSA model Constructing model. As an algebraic model of information retrieval, LSA was suggested by Susan and other investigators working at Bell Telephone laboratories in 1988 (16) (17) (18) . It is a calculation theory and method that has been used for knowledge acquisition and representation. With 20 years of development, LSA, which has advantages including strong computability and a decreased requirement of patient involvement, surpasses the disadvantage of the vector space model (VSM) analytical method. In the present study, an LSA-based semantic classification model of syndrome differentiation was used (Fig. 1) .
The latent semantic space constructed by SVD was the core of the model. As the basic semantic meaning of syndromes and organs was described in the clinical manifestation collection, the semantic meaning of syndromes and organs is labeled with clinical manifestation collection. Subsequently, classification occurs in the latent semantic space and the correlative degrees with space vectors of syndromes and organs are computed and sorted, and the corresponding organ whose correlative degree is highest as the belonging class is selected.
This model is relatively easy to extend and can be used to classify any aspect on the condition that the classes and objects to be classified have the same description collection, such as the 5-classes classification (the 5 elements) in the present study.
SVD. The definition of SVD is as follows:
where U is a mxm dimensional orthogonal matrix whose column vectors are left singular vectors of matrix A. V is an 
, singular values (in addition to the k highest ones) are altered to zeros. As is shown in the theory of SVD by Brain (19) , the distance between matrix A and its similar matrix is determined by minimizing similar matrix Α k . This is indicated as follows:
, U k is a tx k dimensional matrix whose columns are the top k columns of matrix U, and V k is a dxk dimensional matrix whose rows are the top k rows of matrix V.
Σ is a kxk dimensional diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the highest k singular values of matrix A. In the case that k is known, it is possible to identify the optimal similar matrix Α k by using SVD (19) .
Matrix generation and weighting function Matrix generation.
Major features from samples of each organ are extracted, which represents a certain organ by degrees of vertices. The more degrees the vertex is, the higher the possibility the vertex is to be selected. As shown in Table II , palpitation has a high degree and is likely to be selected. The frequency matrix of syndromes and organs are then constructed based on Table I , as shown in Table III . Subsequently, the frequency matrix in the first step with weighting function was processed, in order to calculate the final mxn dimensional matrix of syndromes and organs
where X ij is the weight of the clinical manifestation i in syndromes/organs j; row vector Weighting function. The weight in traditional vector space is obtained using the method term frequency/inverse document frequency (TF/IDF) from statistical computing on the marked frequency of clinical manifestation in syndromes/organs. However, the simple structure TF/IDF cannot effectively provide the expression that indicates the importance and distribution of clinical manifestation. Therefore, it is inappropriate to continue using TF/IDF in the LSA-based semantic annotation. Thus, the improved computing method shown earlier (22) was employed to compute the weight, which was divided into a) the global weight of clinical manifestation, and b) the global weight of syndromes/organs.
Global weight of clinical manifestation. Global weight of clinical manifestation, marked T w (i), is defined as:
where |R| is the quantity of syndromes/organs as the total frequencies of clinical manifestation Ti in the whole syndromes/organs collection Rj. H(R|Ti) can be zero. Adding '+1' created a positive number.
Global weight of syndromes/organs. The global weight of syndromes/organs, marked-R w (j), was:
where |T| is the quantity of clinical manifestation; Σ |γ| i=1 P(i, j) is the total frequency of clinical manifestation Ti in syndromes/organs Rj. Adding '+1' in the formula R w (j) created a positive number.
Definition of weighting function. The weighting function is composed by equations (v) and (vi) and was defined as:
The advantage of the weighting function is that it considers the TCM organ classification in its entirety: a) Each syndrome/organ is regarded as a point in the space that uses clinical manifestation as the dimension, and b) each clinical manifestation is regarded as a point in the space that uses syndrome/organ as the dimension.
Correlation calculation. Correlation calculation is considered based on the formula of similarity calculation. Commonly used similarity calculating formulas are the inner product formula, Pearson formula, Dice coefficient method formula, Jaccard coefficient method formula and cosine formula (22) . As the information of the syndromes and organs was expressed as vectors, the cosine formula was used to calculate the degree of correlation. The syndromes and organ vectors D processed by LSA, were divided into part of a) organ, and b) syndrome vectors:
Therefore, the degree of correlation was calculated in the k-dimension semantic space with D d and D q. The formula used to calculate C q was:
where sim ( D q, D dj) was the angle cosine value of the syndrome q vector and organ vector dj. It was determined that the bigger the value, the greater the degree of correlation.
SHTDT model Lejeune Dirichlet allocation (LDA).
Given a document collection, LDA expresses each document as a theme set, each topic is a multinomial distribution and is used for capturing the relevant information between words (23). In the LDA, the themes are shared by all the documents and embodied by the specific vocabulary in the text (24) . Therefore, the implicit theme may be considered as the probability distribution of the vocabulary, and a single document as the mixture of the implicit theme in specific proportion.
The LDA is a modeling method of the text theme information using probability (25) . As shown in Fig. 2 , it contains the words, topics and document of three institutions. The (α, β) is the parameters of the document collection layer, which determines the LDA model. In the document collection, α is used to describe the relative strength between the themes, β is used to describe the probability distribution of the implicit theme, and θ constitutes a document layer parameter, with the component of θ indicating the weight of each implicit theme of the target. The (z, w) constitutes a word layer parameter, z is the share of implicit theme each word accounts for, and w denotes the word vector of the target document.
SHTDT model. In the theory framework of the theme model and the background of the application of the TCM (24), an v) Figure 2 . Lejeune Dirichlet allocation model graph.
vi) vii) viii) ix)
SHTDT model, inspired by the hidden structure method was established (Fig. 3) . The four dark circles are the significant variables, w is the sample symptoms, m is the corresponding TCM for a collection of symptoms, t denotes the corresponding treatment under the theme, t denotes the corresponding diagnosis set under the theme, open circles are the hidden variables, the outermost rectangles is the number of patients, the internal rectangular box indicates the sample of N types of symptoms and their corresponding themes and drugs with regard to the patient, the sample of the treatment methods and the diagnosis in the corresponding theme concerning the patient.
Estimating the SHTDT model parameters using the Gibbs sampling method. Given the symptoms of the first n (w i =n) and the drug vector m of the current patient, the Gibbs method was used to estimate the probability of current symptoms assigned to the topic Z i =k according to the distribution of the theme and the drugs of symptoms except w i , based on the sampling form shown in formula i. At the same time, the Gibbs method was used to estimate the probability of each drug of the m (x i =j) to the current symptoms with the corresponding theme. Subsequently, according to the treatment vector u and theme distribution Z i =k, based on the form shown in formula ii, the Gibbs method was used to estimate the probability of each treatment (u i =1) of u to the theme Z i =k. Furthermore, according to the diagnosis vector r and theme distribution Z i =k, based on the form shown in formula iii, the Gibbs method was used Table IV . The Gibbs sampling process of SHTDT model based on weight. Characteristics 1) For i=1 to n 2) Assign topic randomly z i Є1 ... T 3) According to the symptoms-drug frequency, select the drug of the greatest probability for the corresponding symptoms x i Є | m q| ( m q Є m p) 4) According to the symptoms-treatment methods word frequency, select the treatment of the greatest probability for the corresponding symptoms. //| m p| is the treatment set with patient p, with | m p| being the diagnosis set with patient p 5) According to the symptoms-diagnosis word frequency, select the diagnosis of the greatest probability for the corresponding symptoms. yi Є |r q | (r q Є r p ) 6) Generate the initial distribution of the symptoms, Chinese medicine, treatments and diagnostic (φ, θ, η, ε) according to the formula (iv). 7) Repeat 8) For i=1 to n 9) For j=1 to | m p|, where | m p| is the corresponding TCM for patient p 10) For k=1 to T 11) According to the formula (i), calculate the corresponding probability value, and obtain the theme k and TCM j that meet the condition of arg max j, k p (z i =k, x i =j | w i =n, z -i , x -i , weight i ) 12) Update the symptoms and drug distribution. φ, θ according to formula (i) 13) For l=1 to | t p| 14) Calculate the probability value of 1 to each theme j, obtain the treatment that meets the condition of arg max i p (u i =l | w i =n, z i =k, u -i , t p , weight i ), and then update the treatment distribution η according to formula (ii) 15) For s=1 to | r p| 16) Calculate the probability value of s to each theme j, obtain the diagnosis that meets the condition of arg max s p (y i =s | w i =n, z i =k, u -i , r p , weight i ), and then update the diagnosis distribution ε according to formula (iii)
Repeat the process until the change is small enough to oversee or the the number of iterations reach the limit. SHTDT, symptom-herb-therapies-diagnosis topic; TCM, traditional Chinese medicine. to estimate the probability of each diagnosis (r i =s) of r to the theme Z i =k.
According to the Gibbs sampling process, the process was iterated to obtain the distribution of φ, θ, η, ε, as indicated:
Determining the theme number. The theme vector was identified according to the distribution of the theme (from β matrix) in the V-dimensional word space. The similarity between the theme vector was measured by the standard vector cosine distance based on the formula shown in (iv).
where the smaller the corre (z i , z j ), the smaller the correlation of the theme, and the stability of the structure of the theme according to the average similarity between all subjects based on the formula shown in (v).
SHTDT model based on the weight. Improvements to the SHTDT model were made based on the weight, initially when stacking for each set, and adding the weight i , instead of not adding 1. The weight was derived from the distribution based on the Gaussian function. Since for the diagnosis and treatment data, each symptom in each patient sample generally appeared only once, TF=1. However, if weighted using TF-IDF, it would lead to an increase in the weight of the low-frequency words, and a decrease in the weights of the high-frequency words, which was not a viable result. In addition, during the SHTDT model's initialization, the random assignment of the variables was provided from a wider range of variables. However, the assignment accuracy was not high, which affected the subsequent circulation sampling link. Thus, use of the statistical principle leads to yielding statistics of the drug-symptom, treatment-symptom, and diagnosis-symptom correlations of the patients' record, resulting in the sorting of each combination. For example, to allocate drugs for certain symptoms, ininitally x i =rand.next (0, the patient of the corresponding drugs). Based on the correlation of the statistics (drug-symptoms), in the corresponding drug episodes of the patients, the most frequent drug was employed. If several drugs were equally frequent, one drug was randomly selected. Of note is that the smaller the selected range, the higher the assignment accuracy. The algorithm of SHTDT model based on weight is shown in Table IV .
Results and Discussion
Results of LSA model. The dataset used in the present study is derived from the clinical data of the Zhongshan Hospital Part of organs vector set 1.52142266e-001 5.43477370e-002 2.68646576e-002 -1.55594463e-001 -1.89159278e-001 -3.98234074e-002 -3.36992832e-002 1.84964369e-001 -7.19531062e-003 -1.15767339e-001 -1.66075937e-001 8.40538933e-002 3.99222783e-002 -6.79457783e-002 1.85001434e-001 -1.14156252e-001 -6.39053502e-003 -6.37092024e-002 -1.12233101e-002 6.45070181e-002 -1.45155973e-001 1.71031085e-001 7.05841533e-002 1.79376694e-001 -9.93727433e-002 2.75777159e-002 3.29369106e-002 -4.84512266e-002 1.69728908e-001 -4.58665353e-002 2.18632149e-002 -1.04202173e-001 2.83948127e-002 8.66105955e-002 -3.05467470e-001 xiii xiv x xi xii of Xiamen University. There were 588 clinical manifestations used to semantically describe 251 syndromes and 5 organ cards (23) . According to the dataset, a comparison was made of the performance of non-LSA and LSA prior to and following the experiment (Fig. 4) . As there are many matrix computing in the model, so MATLAB is applied to do SVD. And cosine vector method is applied to compute correlative degree. Part of syndrome vectors and organ vectors that has been processed by LSA (k=7) are shown as Tables V and VI. Fig. 4 shows that, the performance of LSA-based semantic classification model of the syndrome differentiation classifier was more effective than that of the non-LSA classifier (24) . The main reason for this finding is that LSA maps the high dimension VSM to the low dimensional latent semantic space. At the same time, the 'noise' (irrelevant information) was also removed. Compared with the traditional vector space, the dimension of the latent semantic space is smaller and a semantic relationship is clearer.
As shown in Fig. 5 , weighted-LSA performs more effectively than non-weighted-LSA. Thus, feature weighting improves the performance of classification. Feature weighting reduces the interference of high frequency words and stop words (reducing their representative) and improves the representative keywords' function (improving the differentiation) so as to increase the classification accuracy.
The experimental result showed that LSA was successfully applied in the TCM field, although additional studies should be conducted to confirm the results. Although the experiment was small scale, an advantage of LSA was identified. Thus, this method may be applied successfully in future.
Results of SHTDT model. The attributes of symptoms, Chinese medicine, treatment and diagnosis for each case were screened. After supplementing any lacking data, the deletion of redundant data, the uniform regulation of the symptoms of the term, the unitary drug name, and the specification of representation format, the best theme number was determined in accordance. In Fig. 6 , k is identified as 12, following which the SHTDT model was run based on the weight. Two typical themes were identified, each of which lists the symptoms, Chinese medicine, treatment and diagnosis of the first 10.
It is extremely difficult to comprehend semantic meaning at present. However, latent semantic comprehension is practically feasible. The application of LSA makes the meaning of vectors change as they reflect the distributed relationship of clinical manifestation, and reinforce the semantic meaning of vectors. Thus, vectors are based on lexemic and semantic strata. Performing a correlative analysis in such a new semantic space yields better results compared to the original feature vector. Because of SVD, the LSA-based semantic classification model of syndrome differentiation suppresses the 'noise' and reduces the dimensions of matrix. The semantic relationship between organs and syndromes is guaranteed. Additionally, it has high computability and strong operability and solves the issue of matrix sparsity. However, there are factors that remain to be investigated, such as obtaining k in SVD, and a more viable option of clinical manifestation. These factors are likely to affect the whole classification effect. Table VII shows that, the theme pertains to spleen deficiency syndrome, and refers to lack of temper, weak symptoms of transport and dereliction of digestion, with the general performance of consuming less, lack of blood, Shenpi fatigue, heart palpitations, shortness of breath, pale complexion, less bloating, pale tongue, white coating, and weak pulse. The nourishing Qi Diet is recommended for symptoms including food overconsumption, overexertion, lassitude, inadequate endowment, the elderly and infirm, chronic diseases, and critical diseases. Table VIII shows that the theme primarily pertains to constipation symptoms. Patients with constipation often experience headache, fatigue, poor appetite, bloating, indigestion and other symptoms, which may be associated with poor diet, sedentary lifestyle and personal spiritual factors (25) . Therapies include becoming involved in the Qi, laxatives, and regulation of blood lipids for relief (26) . In addition, attention should be focused on symptoms with the occult that may be confused with other clinical signs of disease. For example, the cause of hyperlipidemia is that the content of cholesterol, triglycerides, β-lipoprotein and other lipid components in the blood are higher than normal, reflecting a series of pathological changes in the body, including clinical dizziness, chest tightness, palpitations, Shenpi fatigue, insomnia, forgetfulness, numbness and other symptoms as the main performance (26) . Similar symptoms are shown in Table VII . Hyperlipidemia, a type of 'rich disease', because of its slow onset, which may trigger coronary heart disease, stroke, diabetes, obesity, and fatty liver disease. Therefore, manifestation of the above symptoms requires seeking medical assistance to prevent disease progression.
In conclusion, it is difficult to comprehend semantic meaning at present, although latent semantic comprehension is practically feasible. The application of LSA makes the meaning of vectors change. They reflect the distributed relationship of clinical manifestation, and reinforce the semantic meaning of vectors. Thus, vectors are based on lexemic and semantic strata. Performing a correlative analysis in such a new semantic space yields a better result compared to the original feature vector. Because of SVD, the LSA-based semantic classification model of syndrome differentiation suppresses the 'noise' and reduces the dimensions of matrix. The semantic relationship between organs and syndromes is guaranteed. In addition, it has high computability and strong operability and solves the issue of matrix sparsity. However, there are factors that remain to be investigated, such as obtaining k in SVD, and the optimal choice of clinical manifestation. These factors may affect the whole classification effect. For the TCM diagnosis, a variety of subjective factors exist, but the symptoms and drugs may be considered objective factors. To identify clinic rules from these two objective factors, a model of TCM rules based on the statistics was created and the SHTDT model was suggested. The experimental results have been identified by the Chinese clinical doctors, and the model generated and the results obtained are of great clinical significance. Given patient symptoms, we can predict the theme, drug application, the treatments and diagnosis of the patient using this model. The results of the experiments show that the SHTDT model prediction results were approximate to the actual results, albeit completely accurate results were not yielded owing to the fact that this prediction is equivalent to multi-label prediction, i.e., considering the drugs, treatment and diagnosis as labels. Thus, for a patient, the drugs selected, approach to treatment and diagnosis essentially constitute human-made factors.
